Agenda

Sub-Group #1A: CPDPC Led Sub-Group – Focusing on Urban Areas

Team members: Neil McRoberts, Lucita Kumagai, John Gless, Ruben Arroyo, George McEwen, Magally Luque-Williams, Jon Goergen and Nick Condos

1. Evaluate survey methodologies (cluster, 800 meter, Gottwald, etc.), process and timing in conjunction with lab capacity and make recommendations for moving forward.

2. The strategic planning Committee is requesting documentation of the effectiveness of the model/methodology used. The CPDPP requests that if the Gottwald Survey continues into the future, that it be expedited, with Gottwald to provide data within 30 days.

3. Consider timing of surveys, to avoid spikes in samples and with the goal of keeping labs running at max capacity at all times.